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Well we got a lot of work done on Wednesday, Four whole OBS’ as a matter 
of fact :D  The weather was really starting to pick up by midnight though, 
and we’ve spent all day Thusday just hanging onto our bunks   That being 
said, we’ve put out our halfwayth OBS!  I’ve got some chocolates I’d had set 
aside for just this event   I usually pick up some fancy chocolates before 
the start of a cruise and spend the cruise carefully doling them out, but this 
time I went for quantity, and they were delicious :D 
 

 
 
 
 

I love chocolates that come with a map! 



 
So yeah, about the storm :p  The forecast has been getting better and better 
from regular storm: 
 

 
Oh, Phew, it’s on the schedule, well, that’s no problem then :D 



On to a more realistic estimate :D : 
Which isn’t all bad, it’s been 
giving me a chance to catch 
up on some other projects 
 
 

 
Which reminds me, Here’s my bunk! 

 
Why? You might ask, am I on the upper 
bunk when there is no one else in the 
cabin?  Mostly because I got stuck up 
there for all of my training cruises, so… 
well.. I just kind of stayed up here ever 

The schedule even gets updated :D 

I’m just an upper bunk kind of guy  

Notice the increase in 
the use of ‘safe art’ :D 



since :p  Plus I like the added element of excitement from doing the leap of 
death in/out of my bunk to start/end each day :p  The sharp-eyed amongst 
you may also notice a life vest peeking out from underneath my mattress.  
It’s not (well, not exactly..) there out of fear of a sudden vessel sinking.  It’s 
there to keep the edge of my mattress jacked up and hold me against the wall 
(bulkhead).  That’s the secret to staying in your bunk around here.  I might 
have mentioned this once already, but just a few cruises ago we had a girl fall 
out of her (top) bunk and break her wrist on the sink across the room on her 
way to the floor….  
Oh!  Funny story!!  We switched to a backup satellite system for a while (the 
course we were on had our main dish blocked by part of the ship), and the 
ground station for the backup system is in the Nedderlands, so it made some 
websites come up in foreignese: 

 



* 
And* (In other good news) a buoy off of Newport has broken free, so we (if 
we’re lucky) might get to pick it up on our way back to Newport.  My friend 
Other Dave sent me this map of its location(s)   Well signing off from the 
Wecoma, this is Dave :  (Oh!  P.S!  We had an awesome Thanksgiving 
dinner as we held onto the tables :D  I hope you did too!) – Dave 

 
 
 

Dave.ogormanfamily.com  
dave@ogormanfamily.com 

The buoy is normally positioned at ‘A’ and 
*seems* to be content hanging out around its 
new location, but it will probably have to be 
picked up wherever it gets to.  This buoy (the 
buoy in the location at least, maybe this 
exact one) has (in the past) been recovered 
by tow truck after a similar incident…   

Happy Thanksgiving!!  :D 


